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Abstract
In the paper, we investigated the influence of local and global in-
teraction on the efficiency of continuous-time quantum spatial search.
To do so, we analyzed chimera graph, which is defined as 2D grid with
each node replaced by complete bipartite graph. We showed, that with
large number of local interactions the quantum spatial search is op-
timal, contrary to the case with limited number of such interactions.
The result suggests that relatively large number of local interactions
with the marked vertex is necessary for optimal search, which in turn
would imply that poorly connected vertices are hard to be found.
1 Introduction
Quantum spatial search is an example of a quantum algorithm outperforming
any classical one. Since the very first paper [1], many graphs were shown to
be efficiently searchable [1–3]. Still, there is no general simple condition on
graph verifying if the continuous-time quantum spatial search runs optimally.
In fact, most of the results contradict simple conditions like connectivity [4]
or global symmetry [5].
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Furthermore, small effort has been made on a characteristics representing
real-world interactions. Such graphs have typically three features: they are
small-world, they have power-law degree distribution and clustering property.
While the radius of the marked vertex seems to have impact on the efficiency
of quantum spatial search [6], there is not much effort made on the last two
graph characteristics. As for clustering property, simplex of complete graphs
was only analyzed [7], however the construction does not allow changing the
cluster’s size.
In this paper we analyze how the ratio between local interactions within
the cluster and global interactions between clusters influences the efficiency
of continuous-time quantum spatial search. To do so we choose the chimera
graph, which represents the topology used on D-Wave quantum computer [8].
The chimera graph χ(a, b, c) is defined as a × b grid graph with each node
replaced by complete bipartite graphs Kc,c. such subgraph consists of 2c ver-
tices and c2 edges, which makes it a dense subgraph, i.e. a cluster. Contrary
the grid graph is a sparse graph, which result in weak interactions between
clusters.
In the paper we show, that the stronger the local interactions are, the
faster the quantum search is. The result suggests, that large number of
local interactions is needed in order to make the quantum search efficient.
Contrary it ma be difficult to find poorly connected vertices.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we explain basic facts concern-
ing the quantum spatial search and chimera graph. In Sec. 3 we describe our
experiment and analyze our result. In Sec. 4 we present general conclusions
and discuss their possible extensions.
2 Theoretical preliminaries
Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph with n = |V | vertices. Let H be a n-
dimensional spaces spanned by orthogonal basis {|v〉 : v ∈ V }. Furthermore,
let w ∈ V be a marked vertex. The continuous-time quantum spatial search
is defined by Hamiltonian [1]
H = −γAG − |w〉〈w|, (1)
where AG is adjacency matrix of the graph, and γ is jumping rate that needs
to be derived for a graph. The jumping rate needs to be of order Θ(1/‖AG‖),
where ‖AG‖ is spectral norm. Otherwise the AG or oracle |w〉〈w| would
play dominant role and the other Hamiltonian part would be ignored. The
evolution starts in the uniform superposition |ψ0〉 = 1√n
∑
v∈V |v〉, which
reflects the lack of knowledge of the position of the marked vertex. It ends
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Algorithm 1 Derives the success probability of quantum spatial search
Input: G—graph, w ∈ V (G)—marked vertex, γ—jumping rate, t—
evolution time
Output: success probability p(t)
function succ probability(G, w, γ, t)
H ← −(γAG + |w〉〈w|) . AG is adjacency matrix of G
|ψ0〉 ← 1√|V (G)|
∑
v∈V (G) |v〉
p← |〈w| exp(−itH)|ψ0〉|2
return p
end function
with measurement in computational basis. The success probability equals
p(t) = |〈w| exp(−itH)|ψ0〉|2, and the algorithm for its derivation is presented
in Alg. 1
In the scope of this paper we will analyze the square chimera graph
χ(k, k, l). The graph was analyzed before in term of simple quantum walk [9].
It consists of n = 2k2l vertices and ∼ 2k2l2 edges. The graph is constructed
as k×k two-dimensional grid graph, in which each node is replaced with com-
plete bipartite graph Kl,l, see Fig. 1. Note that searching on a 2D grid graph
is a hard task [1], contrary to the complete bipartite graph case, were search
is quantumly optimal [10]. Since the order of both graphs can be changed
by the chimera graph parameters, they enable the analysis of impact of local
interaction coming from the ‘smaller’ bipartite graphs and global interactions
coming from the grid graph.
In our analysis we will consider the case, where the marked element is
placed at the center of the graph, see Fig. 1. Note that there exists very fast
classical algorithm for finding such element, especially for small bipartite
subgraphs. However our aim is not to show the supremacy of quantum
spatial over classical computation, which was done before [1, 3]. Instead we
plan to analyze how the change of the order of local interaction influences
the quantum spatial search efficiency, which makes our choice well-justified.
Two approaches are usually considered for measuring the efficiency of the
quantum spatial search. In the first we analyze the complexity of time t re-
quired for obtaining state |ψt〉 ≈ |w〉. After such evolution the measurement
outputs w with probability close to 1. In general such approach may require
more complicated tools [7], which makes the numerical analysis impossible.
The second approach minimizes t/p(t). It has simple interpretation as
repeating the search until the correct vertex is measured. Expectedly, for
fixed t we need 1/p(t) repetitions, which after including the time cost result
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(a) Chimera graph χ(3, 3, 4) (b) Chimera graph χ(4, 4, 4)
Figure 1: The chimera graphs χ(k, k, 4) together with their marked elements
(red dots). The marked element is always the element in the center of the
chimera graph.
in mentioned formula.
Note that t/p(t) achieves global minimum at t = 0. This unintuitive
result comes from neglecting the time cost of algorithm preparation and
measurement. While in the case of analytical analysis it can be ignored, the
numerical calculation converge to this uninformative result in most cases. In
order to remove the minimum, we change the cost function into
T (t) = t+ tpenalty
p(t)
, (2)
where tpenalty denotes the cost of preparation and measurement. This cost
function was already used in [11]. Typically tpenalty ∼ c log(n) is sufficient for
removing the convergence to t = 0 in most cases.
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Algorithm 2 Derives the upperbound for evolution time for chimera graph
χ(k, k, l). Marked returns marked element as described in Sec. 2
Input: k—grid parameter, l—bipartite subgraph parameter
Output:
function time upperbound(k, l)
G← χ(k, k, l)
w ← marked(G)
tinit ← 1
pinit ← succ probability(G,w, 1l+1 , tinit)
t′max ← tinit/pinit
result← t′max
for t = 1
10
t′max;
2
10
t′max; . . . ; t
′
max do
result← min(result, t/succ probability(G,w, 1
l+1
, t))
end for
return result
end function
Algorithm 3 Derives the list of (γopt, topt), resulting in locally efficient Tn.
The function NelderMead(f, p, bounds) find the locally optimal point
(γout, tout) for function f starting from initial point p and restricting the
optimization to bounds. For purpose of our paper we have used the default
implementation from Optim.jl [12]. Marked returns marked element as
described in Sec. 2
Input: k—grid parameter, l—bipartite subgraph parameter
Output: list of the (γopt, topt) resulting in locally efficient Tn
result ← ∅
function qss optimization(k, l)
tbound ← time upperbound(k, l)
w ← marked(χ(k, k, l))
for γ0 =
1
20‖Aχ(k,k,l)‖ ,
2
20‖Aχ(k,k,l)‖ , . . . ,
2
‖Aχ(k,k,l)‖ do
for t0 = 0,
1
15
tbound, . . . , tbound do
f(γ, t) = (t+ log(n))/succ probability(χ(k, k, l), w, γ, t)
(γout, tout)← NelderMead(f, (γ0, t0), [[0, 1], [0, tbound]])
append (γout, tout) to result
end for
end for
return result
end function
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Figure 2: Example of raw, unfiltered data and fitted linear regression. The
linear regression represented by blue line is made on the minimum t/p(t)
values for each graph order, ignoring the point for which t < log(n)/n or
p(t) < log(n)/n. The tangent α of the regression line represents the algo-
rithm’s complexity Θ(nα).
3 The experiment
3.1 Data generation
In the preliminary numerical calculation we optimize the function
Tn(γ, t) = t+ 2 log(n)
p(γ, t)
. (3)
Note that theoretically γ, t ∈ R≥0, however the problem can be easily con-
verted into optimization problem on the two-dimensional interval. First note,
that γ ∈ [0, 1]. Secondly, let topt denote optimal measurement time. Then
Tn(γ, t) ≥ Tn(γopt, topt) = topt + tpenalty
p(γopt, topt)
≥ topt + tpenalty ≥ topt. (4)
The inequality implies, that the search problem can be reduced to t ∈
[0, Tn(γ, t)], where t and γ are chosen arbitrarily. Hence the optimization
problem on unbounded quadrant can be reduced to optimization on convex
set (γ, t) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, Tn(γ, t)].
Let us define the algorithm determining the optimal point (γopt, topt) min-
imizing Tn(γ, t). We start by determining the upper-bound on the evolution
time, which is presented in Alg. 2. We start by making initial upperbound
t′bound = Tn(1/(l + 1), 1). Then we improve the bound by choosing the min-
imum over expected times with different time evolution values. Note that
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theoretically both γ and t can be chosen arbitrarily, however our preliminary
experiments suggested that 1
l+1
is good initial value. Note that the choice is
consistent with l→∞ limit requirement, since ‖Aχ(k,k,l)‖ ≈ ∆ ≤ l+2, where
∆ is maximum degree. We end up the upperbound derivation by determining
the minimum of the Tn( 1l+1 , t) for t = 0.1 t′bound, 0.2 t′bound, . . . , 0.9 t′bound. By
this we obtained the final upperbound tbound.
In the next step we have granulated the [0, 1]×[0, tbound] and using Nelder-
Mead method we have determined the locally efficient points (γout, tout). For
optimization we have used the default implementation NelderMead from
Julia module Optim.jl [12]. Exemplary unfiltered data are presented in
Fig. 2. We can observe, that despite the penalty there are still points with
small t/p(t) value. Hence we have removed every (γ, t) tuple, for which
t < log(n)/n or p(t) < log(n)/n. From the rest we took minimum for each
order of the graph. We claim, that these pairs represent a configuration close
to optimal for quantum spatial search.
3.2 Result analysis
Suppose the complexity of the graph can be approximated by Θ(nα). It
means, that
T = cnα(1 + o(1)), (5)
which can be transformed into
log(T ) = log(c(1 + o(1))) + α log(n). (6)
Hence slope of line regression of log(T ) vs log(n) provides an approximation
of the complexity.
We have generated the data for chimera graphs χ(i, i, l) for l = 2, 3, 4, 5
called ‘local’, and for chimera graphs χ(k, k, i) with k = 2, 3, 4, 5 called
‘global’, both with consecutive values of i. For each case we have determined
the α parameter. The result are presented in Fig. 3.
We can observe that in the first case the complexity is roughly Θ(n1.5),
which is worse than random guess. This shows, that if the local interactions
are small, the negative impact of the grid preserves fast search. In the case
of large number of local interaction coming from bipartite graph topology,
the search is at least close to optimal, and influences only the constant next
to the leading term of the evolution.
To continue our approach we have considered intermediate interaction
case χ(i2, i2, i), χ(i, i, i) and χ(i, i, i2). The result presented in Fig. 4 suggests,
that the complexity changes smoothly from the ‘local’ and ‘global’ cases.
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χ(i, i, l)
l = 2, α ≈ 1.45
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Figure 3: The optimal points and the linear regression for the χ(i, i, l) case
and the χ(k, k, i) the. Note that in the second case the quantum spatial
search is optimal, while on the left it is worse than classical random guess.
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χ(i2, i2, i), α ≈ 1.13
χ(i, i, i), α ≈ 0.98
χ(i, i, i2), α ≈ 0.71
Figure 4: Intermediate interaction case. Note the slope α depends on the
ratio between local and global interaction case
4 Conclusion and discussion
In the paper we analyzed the continuous-time quantum spatial search on
chimera graph, which represents the D-Wave computer topology. We showed,
that the stronger the local interactions represented by bipartite graph cells
are, the better the efficiency of the algorithm is. We claim, that efficient
search of marked element may require strong local interactions.
One way to extend the results is to provide analytical derivation of our
8
numerical simulation. Furthermore, it would be interesting to analyze graphs
with more complex topology. In particular, stochastic block model is a nat-
ural extension.
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